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NOTICES
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3 December
Last Day of Training
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Croydon ODC
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From the Editor

Barbara Van Meurs
At the end of another year thanks to all who have made it so special.
Club members who have competed brilliantly, the many new members
and those dogs who just like walking and socialising. All make for a fun
venue. Thanks also to the regular contributors to Howler, Glyn Burnup,
Helen Chapman, Peter Dapiran, Glenys Barnes and of course Denise
Gardner. Have a great Christmas and New Year and we look forward to
next year and any inputs you may make.

President’s Podium

Leo Carroll

The year has been one of accomplishment. This
Committee has presided over a period that has
seen years of effort from the existing and previous
Committees coming to fruition.
After many years we finally have signs around
Aberfeldie Park highlighting the responsibilities of
dog owners in an off leash area.
Also after several years of false starts and changed plans we finally saw
the installation of the roofed veranda on the clubrooms.
We have begun to introduce special focus sessions like Diane Van Rooy
presenting on dogs with separation anxiety. We have had many events
like this throughout the year
This year’s trial was extremely successful bringing accolades from
participants from outside the club. The Northern Branch of the GSD Club
of Victoria was extremely complimentary on social media. The personal
feedback I received was complimentary of how well the trial ran.
What we need to start thinking about is the turning over of staff in key
Committee roles. It is healthy for a club to have a succession plan and to
introduce new blood into the Committee on a regular basis. When I took
over as president, 2 years ago, the club had gone through a period of
losing key personnel in a very short period of time. We have had some
level of stability for the last two years but the next step is to introduce
succession planning and we do need new blood to be injected.
The Club belongs to the members. We all have an interest in dog
obedience training however differently our goals and objectives are
individualised. The club is a volunteer organisation so we learn from each
other. The point being that if the club has helped you to achieve your
objective maybe you can help someone achieve their goal in putting back
into the club in some form.

Write or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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No Classes today!
Today there will be competitions, Santa Claus, a free barbeque as well as a free raffle. One ticket will be issued
to each member but only to people wearing a current membership card. Remember that 3 December is the last
day to renew so don’t miss out!

EVENTS!

Fancy Dress (for dogs!)
Egg and spoon race
Fastest Recall
Dog Baseball
Simon says for Juniors
Simon says for everyone - (can you obey the instructor!)
Fastest Eater
Lots of prizes are there for the best performers and also for the raffle winners!
Santa Claus arrives at the clubhouse at 11:30am and gives out his presents to the children and poses for
photos with members and their dogs.
Meanwhile a fantastic free BBQ is going on up at the clubhouse.

Don’t miss any of it!

REMINDERS

Please keep a lead on your dog at all times, even between
classes, unless asked to remove it by your class instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and listen to the
instructors.
While you are at the Club you are responsible for you and your
dog’s actions. Ensure there is sufficient space between each
dog so that they are unable to play with another dog or make
another dog feel uncomfortable.

2018 ClassES

Classes for 2018 are on Summer
time and start at 9am for Puppy &
“Even numbered classes”, and
10am for “Odd numbered
classes”.
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info@strathmoreveterinaryclinic.com.au
www.strathmoreveterinaryclinic.com.au/

314 Napier St, Strathmore VIC

THE DOG’S BATH

9331 7174
42 Wingara Avenue
Keilor East VIC 3033

MUSCAT’S DOG MINDING

Come and stay with me when your owners travel.
Have fun safely. We’ll go walking daily.
And you can sleep inside or outside.
But I only want large dogs,
about my size, to play with.
Call Maggie: 03 9379 0140
Or email her: magg_robb1@optusnet.com.au
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PROFILE OF THE NODC PRESIDENT–LEO

CARROLL

Leo was born in India and emigrated with his
family to Australia when he was 6 years old.
He was second youngest of 11 children and his
father, one elder brother and he were proficient at
boxing.
He grew up around boxing and thought everyone
could punch or at least block a punch. He claims
that he was surprised that Australian kids did not
seem to know how to defend themselves.
Leo says his mother had dogs in India and was
given a golden retriever in Australia but that he
did not have his own personal dog as a child.
Following secondary schooling he was employed
in various roles in the ANZ bank and has achieved
a Master’s degree in business.
Recently he has established his own Business
Analysis Consultancy in the information
technology area.
Along with wife Joanne, Leo was interested in maybe getting a Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever
(colloquially known as a Toller) however they discovered a Jack Russel seemingly abandoned in the
middle of a roundabout in their housing estate. When they went to pick him up he first went to retrieve
his ball and then leapt in the car and did not look back. They tried to locate his owners and took him to
the Lost Dogs Home and subsequently adopted him.
This delayed the possibility of getting the Toller until they could socialise Barney with other dogs at
which time Leo and Joanne got their first Toller, Riva. They thought they could manage the dog training
themselves but when Barney barked incessantly at a guide dog they saw the necessity for obedience
training and took Barney to 4 Paws to deal with his behavioural difficulties. In the period they were
there Barney went from not being able to participate in class, to participating and then graduating out of
basic level. Riva got to master class so she continued obedience training with NODC.
When Barney died the plan was to let Riva have pups and keep one of her male pups. However, before
Riva gave birth, they were offered a male pup from an existing litter which is how they obtained Shadow.
Since having pups Riva has been on domestic duties with no formal training agenda. Shadow has
shown promise in obedience, agility and conformation showing. Shadow’s very first conformation show
was Royal Melbourne 2016 where he was awarded Junior Dog of Breed and Runner Up Best of
Breed. As a result the last twelve months have been focussed on conformation showing. In October
this year Shadow achieved the title of “Australian Champion” a title Leo & Joanne would like to dedicate
to the late Denise Jacoby (Riva’s and Shadow’s breeder) who passed away in March 2017.
Leo has been a member of NODC for 5 years and has been a Trainer for 4 and President for 3.
This intense involvement with the club was, he says, caused by him accepting an easy job as Vice
President which morphed into President on the passing of Marcia Hall. In any event Leo makes a major
contribution to NODC and actively promotes his breed of choice through the Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
Retriever Club of Victoria.
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Written by Glyn Burnup

Focus Games and Crate Training

Touch Game

When I'm down on the field I am very aware that the command
‘HEEL’ is seen as the Holy Grail of dog training but when I was
looking back through some of this year's Howlers to see what
would be a suitable topic to finish I wondered what we are actually
asking our dog to do? Do we want them glued to our left knee,
almost pushing us over for the entire walk, or do we simply want
our dogs to be in a neat position and to walk without pulling our
arm off? If a handler keeps saying heel and jerks the pup to their
side, the dog is highly likely to get fed up and resist; after all a dog
wants to sniff and read their pee-mail or ‘like’ and comment on
their Pee-book newsfeed posts. It's very simple. So how do we
make heeling fun? for our dogs? I’m glad you asked…

To start, your side must be a special and a good place to be…. that means you have to be in constant
communication with your dog. Teaching focus games like Touch can be a useful tool which can then be
used to help to get your dog’s attention back to you when you are out and about.
Patience is important so don't rush this activity as the actions must come from the dog; it’s not for you
to tell the dog to touch.
Start by holding your hand near your dog's nose, when it looks at your hand JLYHan immediate reward
DQGXVHDmarker word like ‘YES!’ Repeat. The dog will gradually move their nose to sniff, again marker
ZRUGDQGreward. Repeat. At some point your dog will touch your hand. Big ‘YES!’ and reward with
JUDGXDOintroduction of the word Touch. Your dog must associate rewards with touching your hand and
WWRWKHZord ‘touch’.

Let’s imagine that you are walking along and your dog is either lagging behind you or off to one side. In
a fun voice you say ‘Touch’ and your dog will want to play the rewarding game. If your hand also
happens to be down by your left side, lo and behold, you have found a way to attract your dog to the
Heel position without having to say Heel. Always reward desired behaviours.
Crate Training or "Go to your room, young lady"
Handlers often ask about small problems in the home for which positive Crate Training can be a
remedy, never a punishment.
Many breeders nowadays will send a new pup home with a crate as it allows a new owner to limit
access to the house until it learns all the house rules like what he can and can’t chew on and allows you
to toilet train your pup quickly. Folding or collapsible crates offer flexibility and come in metal, plastic
and soft-sided nylon. You might even decide that more than one is useful, even having one specially for
travelling. When checking the right size, the crate should be large enough for the dog to stand up and
turn around in. Portable crates are extremely handy and can be found on the shopping sites to fit all
requirements.
In situations where you need to calm your dog, travel with them or maybe even have a sleepover at a
friends’ place, having a dog that is very happy to 'go to its room' is a very useful tool. I take Gracie to
many different houses and her collapsible crate (would you believe it is actually called a ‘Puptent’)
always goes along with us.
It is important that you do not rush crate training as it is imperative that your dog regards their crate as a great
place to go, so it should always be associated with something pleasant and training should take place in a
series of small steps. Have patience and do not be tempted to use it as punishment.
This little step by step guide is from puplife.com based in the US. They also sell the Umbra Portable
Pet Tent for those of you who believe a dog can never have too many accessories…. Just be mindful
that shipping fees are less than desirable.
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continued

This little step by step guide is from puplife.com based in the US. They also sell the Umbra Portable
Pet Tent for those of you who believe a dog can never have too many accessories…. Just be mindful
that shipping fees are less than desirable.
Step 1: Introducing Your DogTo The Crate
Put the crate in an area of your house where the family spends a lot of time, such as the family room. Put a
soft blanket or towel in the crate. Bring your dog over to the crate and talk to him in a happy tone of voice.
Make sure the crate door is securely fastened opened so it won’t hit your dog and frighten him.
To encourage your dog to enter the crate, drop some treats near it, then just inside the door, and finally, all
the way inside the crate. If he refuses to go all the way in at first, that’s okay. Don’t force him to enter.
Continue tossing dog treats into the crate until your dog will walk calmly all the way into the crate to get the
food. If he isn’t interested in treats, try tossing a favourite dog toy in the crate. This step may take a few
minutes or it could take as long as several days.
Step 2: Feeding Your Dog His Meals In The Crate
After introducing your dog to the crate, begin feeding him his regular meals near the crate. This will create a
pleasant association with the crate. If your dog is readily entering the crate when you begin Step 2, put the
dog bowl all the way at the back of the crate. If your dog is still reluctant to enter the crate, put the dish only
as far inside as he will readily go without becoming fearful or anxious. Each time you feed him, place the dog
bowl a little further back in the crate.
Once your dog is standing comfortably in the crate to eat his meal, you can close the door while he’s eating.
At first, open the door as soon as he finishes his meal. With each successive feeding, leave the door closed
a few minutes longer, until he’s staying in the crate for ten minutes or so after eating. If he begins to whine to
be let out, you may have increased the length of time too quickly. Next time, try leaving him in the dog crate
for a shorter time period. If he does whine or cry in the crate, it’s imperative that you not let him out until he
stops. Otherwise, he’ll learn that the way to get out of the crate is to whine, so he’ll keep doing it.
Step 3: Conditioning Your Dog To The Crate For Longer Time Periods
After your dog is eating his regular meals in the crate with no sign of fear or anxiety, you can confine him
there for short time periods while you’re home. Call him over to the crate and give him a treat. Give him a
command to enter such as, “kennel up.” Encourage him by pointing to the inside of the crate with a treat in
your hand. After your dog enters the crate, praise him, give him the treat and close the door. Sit quietly near
the crate for five to ten minutes and then go into another room for a few minutes. Return, sit quietly again for
a short time, then let him out of the crate. Repeat this process several times a day. With each repetition,
gradually increase the length of time you leave him in the crate and the length of time you’re out of his sight.
Once your dog will stay quietly in the crate for about 30 minutes with you out of sight the majority of the time,
you can begin leaving him crated when you’re gone for very short time periods and/or letting him sleep there
at night. This may take several days or several weeks.
Remember that crating is not a solution to 'What do I do with the dog when I'm out at
work/shops/restaurant as this then makes the crate a punishment and you may have created another
problem.
Important Note - Crate training must not be used for Separation Anxiety
Attempting to use the crate as a remedy for this won’t solve the problem. A crate may prevent your dog from
being destructive, but there is the potential that he might injure himself in an attempt to escape from the
crate. Separation anxiety problems can only be resolved with counter-conditioning and desensitization
procedures. You should consult a professional animal behaviourist for help if you feel your dog may be
suffering from this.
I hope you all have a wonderful Christmas and New Year! Please remember to be kind to your pups by not
over feeding them with Christmas food; ensuring they are safely secured during any fireworks that may scare
them; and as always, 10 minutes of obedience training daily goes a long, long way. I would also thank Cheryl
Yeoh for her unfailing help and support in editing my ramblings. We look forward to seeing you all in 2018!
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We look forward to seeing you all in 2018!

The Origin of the Australian Kelpie adapted from the article by
The Working Kelpie Council of Australia

The foundation of the Kelpie breed is now well documented. The breed originated from the
intermixing of the progeny of three pairs of 'Working Collies' imported into Australia by three early
landholders. The foundation female, born of black and tan working collies on Mr. George Robertson's
'Worrock' Station on the Glenelg River, Victoria, eventually came into the possession of Mr. J.D.
Gleeson, who named her Kelpie.
‘Jack’ Gleeson was employed on the Murray's 'Dunrobbin' station, which adjoined 'Worrock' Station,
at the time of Kelpie's birth. Leaving 'Dunrobbin' shortly afterwards he worked on 'Ballarook' Station
where he broke in Kelpie to sheep work. He then accepted the position of overseer on 'North Bolero'
Station in the Merool (now Ardlethan) district of New South Wales.
Whilst crossing the Murrumbidgee River on his way to take up the position he met an old friend, Mr.
Mark Tully. Mr. Tully gave him an all black dog named Moss, who had been bred by the Rutherfords
on their 'Yarrawong' property from stock imported from their family in Scotland. Kelpie was mated to
Moss and whelped a litter shortly after arriving at 'North Bolero'; this mating was highly successful
and a great line of dogs evolved.
Messrs Elliot and Allen of 'Geraldra' Station near Stockingbingal, not far from 'North Bolero', had
imported from Scotland a pair of black and tans, Brutus and Jenny. Mated on the voyage out, Jenny
whelped a litter shortly after their arrival. In the litter of black and tans were two red pups. Caesar,
one of the black and tan male pups, was given to Mr. John Rich of 'Narriah', a property which
adjoined 'North Bolero'. Gleeson's Kelpie was subsequently mated to Caesar and a black and tan
bitch pup, named Kelpie after her dam, was given to Mr. C.T.W. King. The outstanding performance
of King's Kelpie at the first Sheep Dog Trial conducted at the Forbes Show, New South Wales,
resulted in the eventual naming of the Breed. At first, dogs of the strain were known as 'Kelpie's
pups', but by the turn of the century the majority of dogs of ‘Kelpie-like’ appearance were described
as Kelpies regardless of origin.
Since the turn of the century the majority of 'Kelpie-like'
dogs have been described as Kelpies whether they were
directly traceable to the foundation or not. There is little
question that the Kelpie is an Australian version of the
short and/or smooth coated 'Working Collie', the
foundation being mainly black and tan or black dogs
carrying very little white. At the same time the Border
Collie was usually referred to as the black and white
rough-coated Working Collie.
The very restricted intermixing of the strain in the early
days established the strain to a large extent; being closely
bred they would have tended to dominate when
outcrosses occurred. Down through the history of the
Breed, when outcrosses have been made the progeny
have been returned to the foundation strains, and this has
no doubt minimized the loss of breed characteristics.
Selection from the beginning was for a sheepdog that
could cope with the conditions.
Established specially for local conditions he is able to muster huge areas under extreme conditions,
often having to do without water for hours on end. Derived from a long line of dogs and capable of
handling thousands of sheep at a time, the Kelpie has a highly developed ability to solve problems for
himself, and actually prefers to do so. Like the modern Border Collie, the majority shows a fair degree
of eye and style. However, the Kelpie rarely 'Claps' or goes flat to the ground, preferring to manage
his sheep in a standing or crouching position.
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The Modern Australian Kelpie by

Jan Scholtz

If anyone asks me I will always reply they are the best
breed in the world, well in my world that is certainly true
as I have been involved in the breed both showing and
doing obedience for many years. The Kelpie was
developed in Australia to be a tough, strong and tireless
working sheep dog able to cope with Australia's harsh
climate. The Kelpie comes in many colours, black, red,
chocolate, blue, fawn, red n tan and black n tan being
the most common.
The Kelpie is able to think clearly and anticipate what is
needed and thus can get very bored and destructive
with just being a backyard pet even if it gets a regular
walk.
The Kelpie can cope with living in a city
environment as long as it is allowed to be a
part of the family and is trained in basic
obedience.
As well as a daily walk, it needs to take
part in lots of different activities whether
that is going to work with its owner, training
in one or more of the many dog sports
available, joining its owners for a coffee,
picking up the kids from school etc.
When choosing a Kelpie puppy it is wise to meet the parents if possible and enquire as to the parents
temperament because a high drive working Kelpie may not be a good fit for city living. If the parents
seem calm there is a good chance the puppies will be too.
A lot of Kelpies come from a rescue situation so you can only go on the advice of the organisation as
to temperament. In any case with lots of love and attention once the Kelpie is mature, between 18
months and 3 years of age, they are usually wonderful family companion dogs and adjust to your
lifestyle.
My Kelpie puppies always seem to be the
naughtiest puppies in the class at obedience and
that is partly because they get bored very quickly,
dislike repeating the same exercise endlessly and
hate standing around while instructions are
given.
In time they do settle down but I tend to cut
obedience lessons short and when training at
home only ever ask the pup to do one repetition of
each exercise and make training sessions very
short. Kelpies do very well at Agility which
appeals to their need for speed but a regular free
run on the beach or chasing a ball in a park is a
good way to keep your Kelpie fit and well.
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CHRISTMAS QUIZ
(1)

by Denise Gardner

The Norwegian Lundehund has 6 pads on each foot. How many does your dog
have?

(2)

How many bones in his skeleton?

(3)

How many teeth?

(4)

How many whiskers?

(5)

How many muscles to control that ear?

(6)

A Border Collie holds the record for most words recognised. How many?

(7)

Where is the carpal pad and what does it do?

(8)

Why did the Romans dock the tails of their dogs?

(9)

What colours can your dog see?

(10)
Blood hounds track scent. If you are on the run, how many hours need to have
passed before you are safe from the nosey pursuer?
(11)

What colour are the spots on a baby Dalmatian?

(12)

What is unique about the paws of a Newfoundland?

(13)

Chocolate, cooked onions, grapes , caffeine etc. do what to your dog?

(14)

In 1200AD who owned 5,000 Mastiffs?

(15)

Next year will be the year of the Dog. What characteristics are given to this sign?

(16)

Native Indians in South America believe that humans lived underground until …?

(17)

Cerberus guards the ancient underworld. What is unique about him?

(18)

Who is Crab?

(19)

Name the 3 breeds that worked with the rescue team on September 11.

(20)

What is written on our ‘Space Jackets?’

(21)

When & where was the first organised guide dog program established?

(22)

What’s wrong with the name Greyhound?
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QUIZ ANSWERS
(1)

5 front & back

(2)

320 plus or minus depending on his tail

(3)

Puppies have 28 despite all that chewing! A mature dog has 42

(4)

About 40

(5)

18+

(6)

1022 and counting

(7)
It’s the spare pad on the back of the front leg and enables your dog to skid
to a halt on command
(8)

They believed that this prevented rabies

(9)

Black, white, blue and yellow

(10)

More than 300

(11)

They don’t have spots

(12)

They are webbed

(13) Make him very sick
(14) Kublai Khan of Mongolia
(15) Dog people are loyal and discrete ...as if we didn’t know that
(16) They were dug up by dogs. Perhaps this explains your garden
(17) He has 3 heads
(18) The only dog given a name by Shakespeare
(19) German Shepherd, Labrador and Dachshund
(20) Give me space N.O.D.C. Dog in Training
(21) German soldiers blinded in the 1st World War were given assistance dogs
(22) The original name was Greishund meaning ancient dog, not grey dog
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By Glenys Barnes

NODC Members Individual Assessment Day - 8 October 2017
The Members Individual Testing Day is a day where members are put through the Class exercises
with an Instructor, individually in a ring. This day was a great success and we need to congratulate
all those members who achieved a pass on the day. We do hope you had an enjoyable time.
To all those people who volunteered, Robert, Dwight, Ian, Denise, Leo, Joanne and Rhonda who
helped set up the rings and carried down the equipment, plus those members who helped
dismantle the rings, Nancy and the catering team, Peter and Keith who cooked the BBQ and Ray
in the canteen.
To all the instructors who judged the competitors, and Margaret Deakes who judged the higher
classes, Nancy, Judith, Kirti, Janelle and Jennifer who kept the office ticking over, please accept
our grateful thanks Without your help these days would just not be possible.
Results:
Class 1 – Judge Leo Carroll
1st – James Rennison with Buddy, achieved a pass
2nd – Katheryn Steenson with Daisy, achieved a pass
3rd – Melissa Whalen with Buinge, achieved a pass

Class 4 – Judge Anna Del Bono
1st – Rhonda McIntyre with Mia, achieved a pass
2nd – Margaret Bishop with Hilda
3rd – Phil Semmel with Ziggy

Class 1 – Judge Jennifer Godber
1st – Desima with Bones, achieved a pass
2nd – Anil Dilman with Chips
3rd – Dej Muir with Bruno

Class 4, CCD - Judge Margaret Deakes
1st – Jennifer Godber with Maggie, achieved a pass
2nd – Phil Semmel with Ziggy
3rd – Katheryn Steenson with Henry

Class 2 – Judge Roger White
1st – Glenys Barnes with Holly, achieved a pass
2nd – Taylor Hemsworth with Meika, achieved a pass
3rd – Matthew Hewitt with Charlie, achieved a pass
Henry Flannery with JoJo, achieved a pass

Class 5 – Judge Margaret Deakes
1st – Roger White and Karma, achieved a pass
2nd – Helen Chapman with Rumpole, achieved a
pass
3rd – Glenys Barnes with Jake

Class 2 – Judge Leo Carroll
1st – Stefanie Zahle with Charlie, achieved a pass
2nd – Sandra Glass with Luna, achieved a pass
3rd – James Le Fevre with Java

Class 6 – Judge Margaret Deakes
1st – Pam Oliver with Erik

Junior Handler
Class 3 – Judge Peter Dapiran
1st – Matthew Hewitt with Charlie
1st – Alice Gornall with Alfie, achieved a pass
nd
2 – Vivien Renzella-Rose with Coco, achieved pass
3rd – Stephen Pyk with Maximus
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 2017
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7.00 pm.
All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed.
26 November

Annual General Meeting and Trophy Presentation. (All Classes at 10:00am)

3 December

Last day of training.

3 December

Obedience & Rally Rial – Croydon DODC

10 December

Xmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans.

4 Feb 2018

Classes recommence. Summer training times 9:00 am – 11:00 am.

*Club Sash Donated
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Northern Obedience Dog Club Members– 2017 Titles
Dog Name, Handler name, Title/s list
Watermill Margarita RA
Jennifer Godber
Rally Advanced

RO Ch Pascal CDX RAE
Glenys Barnes
Rally Obedience Champion

Ausfx Sea Change CD RA
Lina Morgante
Community Companion Dog
Companion Dog
Rally Novice
Rally Advanced

Hollybrit Bold And Beautiful RN
Glenys Barnes
Rally Novice

TS Gr Ch T Ch Reveirter Xmas Last Christmas
CDX RE ET
Helen Lawson
Community Dog Excellent
Rally Excellent
Quils God Of Thunder UDX QND
Alf Briffa
Utility Dog Excellent
Magpielane Racing Wind CD RM AD
Pam Oliver
Rally Master
Ch Soverenpark Bring It On HT ET
C Van der Wolde/J Kelly/K Scholz
Endurance Test
Ch Hapipet Limited Edition ET
Phil Semmel
Hapipet Kennels
Endurance Test
Dual Ch (RO) Nordenstamm Zara UD RAE ET
Anna Del Bono
Utility Dog
Rally Obedience Champion
Rumpole CD
Helen Chapman
Companion Dog
Ch Rosarott Bounty Hunter CCD TDX PT
Paul Robilliard
Tracking Dog Excellent
Ch Ximinez Red Eclipse
Leo & Joanne Carroll
Australian Champion

Montage Kai Fry CCD RN
Anna Del Bono
Community Companion Dog
Rally Novice
TS Gr Ch T Ch Reveirter St Searc CCD RE ET
Helen Lawson
Rally Excellent
Ch Stolzsein Nitrous Zoe TD
Stephen Robilliard
Australian Champion
Tracking Dog
Neut Ch Daventri Soldier Windlow
CCD RAE RE JD SD ET
Penny Windlow
Neutered Champion
Rally Advanced Excellent
Dual Ch (Neuter) (RO) Daventri Midnight Dash
CDX RAE4 TDX JDX SD SPD ET
Penny Windlow
Rally Obedience Champion
Tracking Dog
Tracking Dog Excellent
Jumping Dog Excellent
Snooker Dog
Strategic Pairs Dog
Neut Ch Cavildown Prince George RE TD
Penny Windlow
Neutered Champion
Rally Novice
Rally Advanced
Rally Excellent
Magyar Celestial Karma CCD
Roger White
Community Companion Dog
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2017 NODC AWARDS
Highest Scoring Dog of 2017
Anna Del Bono
Dual Ch (RO) Nordenstamm Zara UD RAE ET
Highest Scoring Title Dog of 2017
Alf Briffa
Quils God Of Thunder UDX QND

Highest Scoring Rally Dog of the Year
Penny Windlow
Neut Ch Daventri Soldier Windlow CCD RAE RE
JD SD ET

Highest Scoring CCD Dog of the Year – Colin & Marcia Hall Memorial Encouragement Award
Roger White
Magyar Celestial Karma CCD

NODC – Perpetual Trophies 2017
Katherine Maloney Memorial Trophy
Encouragement Award
Jessica Farrell
Brindle

Jean Roe Trophy
Dwight Higgins

Wooden Spoon
Philip Semmel

Jessica

Rubber Duck
Jennifer Godber

Dwight

2018 NODC Committee voted in at the AGM
President: Leo Carroll
Vice President
Secretary: Glenys Barnes
Treasurer: Glenys Barnes
General Committee:
Nancy Evans, Helen Chapman, Kirti Bhatt, Janelle Dang
Judith Hillyear, Joanne Carroll
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2
Name

Dog name

Breed

Kathryn Steenson
Bec Gilbert
Dragila Milkovic
Sanja Milkovic
Vasilios Gennamatas
Peter Gennimatas
Birgitta Nystrom
Sonia & Kate Gazzola

Henry & Daisy
Charley
Chino
Gizmo
Jumbo

Welsh Corgi Pembroke
Cavoodle
Maltese X Silky
Maltese X Silky
Maltese X Silky

Molly
Andy
Ella

Cavoodle
Kelpie X
Labrador

Archie
Gussy
Lunar
Aston

Kelpie X
Schnoodle
Labrador
Cavoodle

Sonny

French Bulldog

Lola

Miniature Dachshund

Marley
Dali

Labrador
Boston Terrier

Justice

GSD X Cattle Dog

Rosie
Ruby
Tashi
Appi

Groodle
Groodle
Lhasa Apso
Akita

Ruby

Miniature Dachshund

Buckley
Sascha
Willow

Miniature Dachshund
Miniature Dachshund
Spoodle

Ellie

German Shorthaired Pointer

Hunter
Buck

Beagle
Jack Russell X Mini Fox Terrier

Ziggy

Jack Russell X Mini Fox Terrier

Wombat

Shar Pei

Paddy
Hugo
Otto

Maltese Shitzu
Miniature Dachshund
Miniature Dachshund

Harvey

Staffordshire Terrie

Sire
Ruby
Charlie

Rottweiler
Cavoodle
Labrador

Bear
Stella

Samoyed
Greyhound

Sharon & Madeleine McLeod
Quinlan Li
Rosemary Turner
Jyotsna Ganesan
Tuong Luu
Hannah Tran
Emma Hammond
Nelson Brown
Luke Mascarenhas
Gabrielle Graf
Burcu Bat
Yasar Karanar
Andrew Bernard
Melanie Rae
Loretta & Rory Joyce
Kellie Trevaskis
Suzanne Russo
Prajesh, Jeena & Prerana Karmacharya
Deb Caccotti
Brendan Shine
Marilyn Hardy
Olivia Hardy
Gemma Cotroneo
Peter Meletis
Melissa Elliott
Connie Lollio
Merryn Redenbach
Alex Hay
Donna Buxton
Luke Mortimer
Dean Peter-Budge
Victoria Jackson
Stefanie Ingram
Jules Zaccak
Simon Giosserano
Deborah Beddoe
Eleonora Zampogna
John Starford
Maree Clarke-Starford
Justin & Bailey Miller
Hannan Ranson
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David McDougall
Sara Marek
Chris Deayton
Stella Tiligadis
Katerina Rintoule
Owen Smith
Willy Degori
Kylie Wearne
Michelle Marcola
Rebekah Crawford
Rhys Kung
Rebecca Jankovic
Grant Whaley
Amy & Oliver Gallaway
Shane Antonio
Grant Liddy
Stephen Gray
Nicole Messina
Luke Barbaro
Jenni Caldwell
Melissa & Adrian Jarvis
Katherine Davis
Andrew Foskett
Tony Mercuri
Tina Mercuri
Jennie Ferdinands
Domenic Iuliano
Louisa Duckett
Jan Kelly

Nelson
Ivy

Greyhound
Miniature Dachshund

Nelson

Toy Poodle

Khan
Roxy
Lucy

Boerboel
American Staffordshire
Labrador

Stella

American Staffordshire X

Chaos
Aston
Bear
Rosie
Willow
Selena
Dante
Pepi
Gracie
Pippa
Lulu

Great Dane X Bull Mastiff
Labrador
Groodle
Staffordshire Bull Terrier
Kelpie
Greyhound
German Shepherd Dog
Beagle x Labrador
Staffordshire Bull Terrier
Maremma X Pointer
Rottweiler

Rex
Blue
Arthur
Koko
Polly
Phoebie & Phoenix

Border Collie
Border Collie
Chi X
Border Collie
Border Collie
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

VALE Nancy Allan
Nancy joined the club in 1982 with her
Silky terriers.
She served through the 80s & 90s as
an Instructor, Treasurer & Trial
Secretary and also as President.
She became a Life Member in 1992
and when the last of her Silkies died
she adopted Gypsy a cross breed who
was a bit of a handful but she
persevered and Gypsy settled into being
a much-loved pet.

Vale Nancy Allan

Her family gave her a miniature
schnauzer Crystral and she continued
trialling with her. She is survived by her
husband Bob and three children.
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CLASS PROMOTIONS – CONGRATULATIONS
Date
1-Oct-17
1-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
8-Oct-17
15-Oct-17
15-Oct-17
15-Oct-17
15-Oct-17
15-Oct-17
18-Oct-17
22-Oct-17
22-Oct-17
22-Oct-17
22-Oct-17
22-Oct-17
22-Oct-17
25-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
29-Oct-17
8-Nov-17
8-Nov-17
8-Nov-17
8-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17

Handler
Jennifer Pearson
Birgitta Nystrom
Helen Chapman
James Rennison
Kathryn Steenson
Melissa Whalen
Desina Lawrence
Glenys Barnes
Taylor Hemsworth
Mathew Hewitt
Henry Flannery
Stefanie Zahle
Sandra Glass
Alice Gornall
Vivien Renzella-Rose
Rhonda McIntyre
Stefanie & Jules Ingram
Carrmen & Minh
Sanja Milkovic
Vasilios Genncirstis
Dragioa Milkovic
Leon Evans
Tracey Nguyen
Jacinda Nguyen
Andrew Gauci
Sirini Dharmapriya &
Cameron Griffith
John Starford
Michael Hassett
Karen Humphrey
Geraldine Ratcliffe
Geraldine Ratcliffe
Hayley Lewellin
Jayde Lewellin
James Le Fevre
Deb Cocotti & Brendan Shine
Nicole Zahra
Karen Brown
Cheree Dodson
Emily Elefano
Lisa Marretta
Craig Walker
Andrew Bernard
Melissa Jarvis
James Rennison
Luke Mascarenhas
Keith Dowson

Dogs Name
Sam
Mollie
Rumpole
Buddy
Daisy
Buinge
Bones
Holly
Meika
Charlie
Jo Jo
Charlie
Luna
Alfie
Coco
Mia
Otto
Beline
Chino
Jumbo
Gizmo
Ted
Chino
Luna
Sophie

Class
P-1
P-1
5-6
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
3-4
3-4
4-5
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
P-1
P-1
2-3

Biscuit
Ruby
Hazel
Blizzard
Luna
Buster
Chase
Cleo
Java
Ruby
Frankie
Dodge
Fonzie
Crystal
Jaxon
Mia
Justice
Pippa
Buddy
Lola
Chilli

P-1
1-2
1-2
2-3
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
2-3
P-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
P-1
P-1
2-3
P-1
2-3
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12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17
12-Nov-17

Cindy Harrison
Kylie Wearne
Jessica Farrell
Rob White
Sue Hudson
Rachel Wellington

Vegas
Lucy
Brindle
Gracie
Tyke
Yume

2-3
1-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
Congratulations to all the handlers and dogs who have passed into the next class.
Keep up your regular training and you will be amazed at how quickly you will
progress through the classes.
If you experience difficulty with a particular exercise speak to your Instructor.
They will be only too happy to assist you in overcoming the problem or they will
direct you to someone who will be able to give you advice.

7 GOOD

12 EXCELLENT

Denise Gardner
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Snapped in 2017 at Kepala and
On the Club Grounds NODC Facebook
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Class Exercises
Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in front.)
(Food may be used only as a reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on ground
(Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
 Recall off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat on lead.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 5 (Novice)
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Four exercises plus,
 Heel free;
 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.
Other
to be taught but not
Class exercises
6
tested:
Full Open Program
 Commence high & broad jumps;
Class
7 Craft.
 Ring
Full UD Program
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Dr Peter Dapiran


The new President of France, Mr Macron has appointed a new first dog. Nemo, a black
Labrador-Griffon cross was bought from a shelter for 250 Euro. Nemo is named after the
captain of the submarine Nautilus from Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, claimed to
be one of President Macron’s favourite books. Jules Verne and Emmanuel Macron both hail
from Amiens……… more to come!



Villagers from the ethnic Miao minority, Guizhou province, China, will be having a dog festival
with a difference – it won’t be eating any dogs. They will be celebrating the legendary miracle
of a dog that led first settlers to a water source that saved them from dying of thirst. A dog,
dressed in a tailor-made shirt, is carried around in a sedan chair as part of the ritual, which
also involves a lot of mud throwing by the human participants.



In Vancouver, Canada, private security companies with sniffer dogs are finding that their
services are being increasingly requested by landlords worried about the drug habits of their
tenants. Landlords are concerned by trafficking and manufacturing, Privacy concerns have
been raised by the tenants’ union,



Austin, the Golden Retriever, was dognapped from the owner by the breeder in a violent
incident. The breeder claimed that the sale of Austin was on the proviso that the dog would be
used for mating, and had to retrieve the dog forcibly from the owner. The dog owner took the
matter to VCAT, where the breeder claimed that Austin had been killed by a truck two days
before the hearing. A third party, who had custody of Austin claimed the dog escaped, was hit
by a truck in Footscray, and that she then disposed of the body in a bin at Coles in Yarraville.
VCAT ruled that Austin indeed is at the other side of the Rainbow Bridge.



Off the Pakistan city of Karachi there is an uninhabited island where dozens of stray dogs live.
There is no food or fresh water on the island so some local fishermen feed and water the dogs
daily. No one is quite sure how the dogs got there in the first place.



Yiddish is an historical language originally spoken by Central European Jews. It is central to the
heritage and culture of Jews dispersed throughout the world after the Holocaust. Some Jewish
groups are concerned that modern life will cause the disappearance of Yiddish in the younger
generations. So, in New York, USA (where else?), a Yiddish for Dogs class has been established
as a focal point for the community to gather and practice its Yiddish.



You probably know of the Archibald Prize for portraiture, one of the most prestigious and
valuable art prizes in Australia. Well, now we have the Poochibald Art Prize (it gets worse) for
the best dog pawtrait (you were warned). This is in Tasmania. A Ms Anna Williams won this
year’s adult prize with her linocut of Basil, a Blue Heeler, out of a field (or kennel) of 110
entries. $300, the prize, buys a lot of dog food.



A woman from Changchun, China, allegedly set fire to cars, vans, electric bikes and tricycles in
a series of arson attacks in retaliation for her dog being killed in a car accident.



The NSW Department of Justice has launched a six-month trial using therapy dogs in the
Manly court. The dogs and handlers will patrol the court lobbies to help soothe waiting
witnesses, victims and other court users.
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Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true
companion in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs
to be obedient, companionable and
useful. The club provides you with the
opportunity to train your dog, and the
fact that our club and others like us exist,
show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for
most people can be a hobby that is
enjoyed by both dog and owner.
See our website for more details.

Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub

D
HAVE
A GREAT SUMMER AND SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
e
n

YEARYEAR!

